Background. Automatic contradiction detection or conflicting statements detection in text consists of identifying discrepancy, inconsistency and defiance in text and has several real world applications in questions and answering systems, multi-document summarization, dispute detection and finder in news, and detection of contradictions in opinions and sentiments on social media. Automatic contradiction detection is a technically challenging natural language processing problem. Contradiction detection between sources of text or two sentence pairs can be framed as a classification problem.
Results. There are three feature combinations on our dataset: manual features, LSTM based features and combination of manual and LSTM features. The accuracy of our classifier based on both LSTM and manual features for the SemEval dataset is 91.2%. The classifier was able to correctly classify 3204 out of 3513 instances. The accuracy of our classifier based on both LSTM and manual features for the Stanford dataset is 71.9%. The classifier was able to correctly classify 855 out of 1189 instances. The accuracy for the PHEME dataset is the highest across all datasets. The accuracy for the contradiction class is 96.85%. Discussion. Experimental analysis demonstrate encouraging results proving our hypothesis that deep learning along with LSTM based features can be used for identifying contradictions in text. Our results shows accuracy improvement over manual features after applying LSTM based features. The accuracy results varies across datasets and we observe different accuracies across multiple types of contradictions. Feature analysis shows that the discriminatory power of the five feature varies.
INTRODUCTION

39
Research Motivation and Aim
40
Automatic contradiction detection or conflicting statements detection in text consists of identifying dis- which has a large community of users and developers around it.
156
We combine the training and test instances for a particular dataset and create a corpus. We then 157 compute all the unique terms in the corpus. Each term in the corpus is given an index id. We convert an attempt to improve the accuracy of our system, we engineered a few features. We noticed a significant 182 increase in accuracy upon integrating these features with the features generated by the neural network. As
183
shown in Figure 2 , we create the following four features and implement them in our system:
184
Jaccard Coefficient Jaccard Coefficient (also known as Intersection over Union -IOU) is a widely used 185 metric in information retrieval applications used to measure similarity between two text. In our case,
186
it is simply a fraction with the number of words common to both sentences as the numerator and the 187 number of total words in both sentences as the denominator. SemEval dataset originally consisted of 665 contradiction sentence pairs as part of the training instances.
218
We manually created 621 contradiction sentence pairs to increase the count to 1286 so that the machine 219 learning classification algorithm has enough number of contradiction sentence pairs for training and model 220 building. As shown in Table 2 
231
The PHEME dataset is also imbalanced with respect to the contradiction class. As shown in for different instances and hence has a potential for discriminating the instances into classes.
250
We study the median values of all the features in our feature-set as the median value is the measure of and we observe that they are not correlated and provide different perspectives. 
Confusion Matrix (for all the three dataset: SemEval, Stanford and PHEME)
260 Table 3 shows the confusion or error matrix describing the performance of deep artificial neutral network 
279
We present the results in the form of confusion matrix as our objective in this work was to study both 280 classifications, CNT as well as misclassifications, NOT. was to visualize the performance of our deep learning models. We do it using Keras 6 which is a high-level and dividing it by the total number of instances in the test dataset. Table 4 presents the accuracy results
342
for both classes CNT as well as NOT. 
DISCUSSION
396
We present our detailed experimental results and insights in the previous section. In this section, we do 397 not discuss our results and insights and rather present our analysis on the threats to validity. 
Threats to Validity
399
The work presented in this paper is a machine learning based empirical study consisting of an empirical 400 evaluation. The hypothesis, claims and solution approaches presented in our paper is empirically assessed. overlaps. We apply artificial neural network, long short-term memory based feature and GloVe embedding.
436
We conduct experiments on three dataset for examining the generalizability of our proposed approach.
437
We also manually annotate new dataset and contribute it to the research community by making it publicly 
